
 VERMONT ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD
10 V.S.A. §§ 6001-6092

Re: The Home Depot USA, Inc., Land Use Permit 
 Ann Juster and #1R0048-12-EB
 Homer and Ruth Sweet
 Docket #766

FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND ORDER

This proceeding concerns an application to demolish 182,812 square feet
of existing retail space, to construct a 133,298 square foot Home Depot retail
store and garden center and to construct two additional retail buildings - a
13,120 square foot building attached to the old Osco Drug and 35,500 square
foot stand-alone building (“the satellite building”), along with associated parking,
lighting, landscaping, storm water discharge system and related improvements
at the previously permitted and constructed Juster Mall. The development also
involves renovation of the remaining Juster Mall building facade as depicted on
the elevations ("Project"). The Project is located on Woodstock Avenue/US
Route 4 in the Town of Rutland, Vermont. 

I. PROCEDURAL SUMMARY

On June 21, 2000, the District #1 Environmental Commission ("District
Commission") issued Land Use Permit #1R0048-12 ("Permit") and supporting
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order ("Decision") to The Home
Depot USA, Inc. ("Home Depot"),  Ann Juster, and Homer and Ruth Sweet,
(collectively "Permittees") for the Project. 

On July 28, 2000, the Commission issued a Memorandum of Decision on 
Motions to Alter ("MODMTA") filed by Rutland Region First, Inc. ("RRFI") and
Friends of Vermont's Way of Life, Inc. ("Friends").

On August 25, 2000, RRFI, filed an appeal with the Environmental Board
("Board") from the Permit, Decision, and MODMTA alleging that the Commission
erred in its conclusions concerning 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a) (1)(G), (5), (6), (7), (8),
(8)(A), (9)(A), (9)(K) ("Criteria 1(G), 5, 6, 7, 8, 8(A), 9(A), and 9(K)") and denial
of party status under Environmental Board Rule ("EBR") 14(B)(1) for the above
Criteria.  The appeal was filed pursuant to 10 V.S.A.§ 6089(a) and EBR 6 and
40.

On August 28, 2000, Friends filed an appeal from the Permit, Decision,
and MODMTA alleging that the Commission erred in its conclusions concerning
Criteria 1(B), 1(E), 1(G), 4, 5, 7, 8, 8(A), 9(A), and 9(H) and denial of party status
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under EBR 14(B)(1) for the above Criteria.

On September 7, 2000, the Permittees filed a cross-appeal with respect to
granting of party status to RRFI, Ann Vargas, Lynne Anderson, Friends, Vermont
Natural Resources Council, Inc., and Heritage Hill Condominium Association. 
Permittees also appeal certain permit conditions imposed by the Commission
pursuant to 10 V.S.A.§ 6089(a) (5), (8), and (9)(K).

On September 8, 2000, M.T. Associates, Midway Oil Corporation, T.M.
Services, and Donuts of Rutland, Inc. ("M.T. et al.") filed an appeal with the
Board contending that the District Commission erred by denying M.T. et al. party
status and finding that the Project  complies with Criteria 5 and 8.

On October 3, 2000, Board Chair Marcy Harding convened a prehearing
conference and on October 6, 2000 she issued a Prehearing Conference Report
and Order ("PCRO").

On November 30, 2000, the Board issued a Memorandum of Decision on
party status and other preliminary issues.

On March 7 and 8, 2001, the Board convened an evidentiary hearing.
Present and participating were Permittees, Friends, the Town of Rutland, and
the City of Rutland.

On March 28, 2001, July 18, 2001, August 1, 2001, and August 15, 2001
the Board deliberated.

Based upon a thorough review of the record, related argument, and the
parties' proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law, the Board declared the
record complete and adjourned. The matter is now ready for final decision.

II. ISSUES

1. Whether, pursuant to 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(1)(B), the Project will
"meet any applicable health and environmental conservation department
regulations regarding the disposal of wastes, and will not involve the injection of
waste materials or any harmful or toxic substances into the groundwater or
wells.”
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2. Whether, pursuant to 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(1)(E), the Project if built
on or adjacent to the banks of a stream, will whenever feasible, maintain the
natural condition of the stream, and will not endanger the health, safety, or
welfare of the public or of adjoining landowners.

3. Whether, pursuant to 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(1)(G), the Project will not
violate the rules of the Water Resources Board, as adopted under section
905(9) of this title, relating to significant wetlands.

4. Whether, pursuant to 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(4), the Project will not
cause unreasonable soil erosion or a reduction of capacity of the land to hold
water so that a dangerous or unhealthy condition may result.

5. Whether, pursuant to 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(5), the Project will
"cause unreasonable congestion or unsafe conditions with respect to use of”
highways.

6. Whether, pursuant to 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(7), the Project will not
place an unreasonable burden on the ability of the local governments to provide
municipal or governmental services.

7. Whether, pursuant to 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(8), the Project will "have
an undue adverse effect on the scenic or natural beauty of the area, aesthetics,
historic sites or rare and irreplaceable natural areas.”

8. Whether, pursuant to 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(8)(A), the Project will
"destroy or significantly imperil necessary wildlife habitat."

9. Whether, pursuant to 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(9)(A), the Project, after
taking into consideration the growth in population experienced by the town and
region in question, will significantly affect their existing and potential financial
capacity to reasonably accommodate both the total growth and rate of growth
otherwise expected for the town and region and the total growth and rate of
growth which would result from the Project if approved.

10. Whether, pursuant to 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(9)(H), the Project is
physically contiguous to an existing settlement, and if not, whether the additional
costs of public services and facilities caused directly or indirectly by the Project
will outweigh the tax revenue and other public benefits of the Project.
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11. Whether, pursuant to 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(9)(K), the Project will
materially jeopardize or interfere with the public's use or enjoyment of the
highways.

III. FINDINGS OF FACT

To the extent any Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law are included
below, they are granted; otherwise, they are denied. See, Secretary, Agency of
Natural Resources v. Upper Valley Regional Landfill Corp., 167 Vt. 228, 241-242
(1997). The Findings of Fact are organized by Criteria. Findings of fact pertinent
to more than one Criteria are not repeated and shall be incorporated into
subsequent Criteria as necessary to support Conclusions of Law.

Overview

1. Permittees have applied for a permit pursuant to 10 V.S.A. Chapter 151
("Act 250") for the renovation and redevelopment of the old, previously permitted
Juster Mall property located on Route 4 in the Town of Rutland, Vermont. The
Juster Mall was originally constructed in 1973 as a major commercial retail
center for the Rutland region.

2. The main portion of Juster Mall is owned by Homer and Ruth Sweet. This
property is presently the subject of a ground lease and option to purchase
assigned to Ann Juster. A second smaller parcel is owned by Ann Juster in fee
and will also be used in connection with the Project.

3. Both parcels are the subject of the Purchase and Sale Agreement
between Home Depot and Ann Juster, under which Home Depot is the
authorized agent of both Sweet and Juster for purposes of making this
application and all other permit applications.

4. Permittees will raze the entire main mall structure with the exception of
the former Hannaford Supermarket and Osco Drug Store and will construct a
116,181 square foot retail home improvement store with a 17,117 square foot
garden center, as depicted on the site plan and elevations.  A space will be left
between the former Osco structure and the new Home Depot store for future
construction  of 13,120 square feet of new retail space.  Approval is also being
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sought for this structure at this time as well as for construction of a free standing
35,500 square foot retail structure. 

5. Once all construction is completed, including eventual construction of the
13,120 square foot building and the free standing 35,500 square foot building,
the total building  square footage at the Mall will be 894 square feet less than
what exists presently and what was permitted by Act 250 in 1973.

6. Home Depot and Ann Juster will enter into a comprehensive Real Estate
Easement and Operating Agreement (“REO”) with respect to the site.  Pursuant
to that document, all tenants/customers at the Mall shall have use of the
common access road and parking areas.  However, Home Depot will be fully
responsible for operation and management of the entire property, including
general maintenance, snowplowing, maintenance of landscaping and initial
payment for water service for all tenants to the City of Rutland.  Home Depot will
be responsible for collecting the pro rata share of these costs from Juster and/or
the other tenants at the Mall.  While the property will be subdivided into three
parcels, the Mall as a whole will continue to be operated as a single, commercial
entity with Home Depot being responsible for maintenance and operation of the
site.  

Criterion 1(B)

7. The Project will be served by municipal water and sewer service provided
by the Rutland City Water and Sewer System.  The Project has obtained a
Waste Water Disposal and Water Supply Permit from the State of Vermont
Agency of Natural Resources ("ANR") Waste Water Management Division as
well as a Subdivision Permit for the three lots.

8. ANR issued stormwater discharge permit #1-0460 to Home Depot to
authorize discharge of treated stormwater runoff from roadways, parking areas,
and roofs associated with the Project. Friends appealed the permit to the Water
Resources Board ("WRB"). 

9. On September 8, 2000, the WRB issued a preliminary decision ruling that
the scope of the discharge permit and thus the appeal, was limited to stormwater
runoff from the Project and the infrastructure proposed for the control and
treatment of stormwater. Home Depot USA, Inc., et al. WQ 00-06 Memorandum
of Decision on Preliminary Issues and Order (September 8, 2000). 
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10. Stormwater runoff is defined as "natural precipitation that does not
infiltrate into soil, including any material dissolved or suspended in such water."
Stormwater Management Resources Procedures, Chapter 1D  (December 15,
1997).

11. On February 6, 2001, the WRB issued Re: Home Depot, USA, Inc., #WQ-
00-06 Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order (February 6, 2001)
affirming the decision of ANR to issue the discharge permit, but with
modifications.

12. On February 21, 2001, ANR submitted a motion to alter the decision from
the WRB requesting amongst other things that the WRB include conditions in
the stormwater discharge permit requiring a pollution prevention plan for the
garden center. On March 16, 2001, the WRB denied ANR's motion to alter
concerning the pollution prevention plan and granted the motion to alter on other
issues. Home Depot USA, Inc., et al. WQ 00-06 Memorandum of Decision on
Motion to Alter (March 16, 2001).

13. The Stormwater Discharge System for the Project primarily consists of a
number of renovated and new catch basins as depicted on the Project Storm
Water Discharge Plan.  The catch basins lead into a large detention pond which
will be substantially enlarged as part of the Project.  The pond and its outlet
structure have been sized and designed to meet the 1997 Stormwater
Management Procedures.

14. Home Depot will sell fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides. These
products can be toxic or otherwise harmful to aquatic plant and animal life if they
are discharged into the waters of the state.

15. If these products were stored in a manner exposed to natural
precipitation, the runoff would contain high levels of nutrients and toxic
pesticides and herbicides. These substances would not be adequately treated
by the stormwater management system.
 
16. Home Depot will implement the Pollution Prevention Plan for the Garden
Center which is intended to insure that measurable quantities of pollutants will
not find their way into waters of the State of Vermont through the stormwater
system.  The main features of the Pollution Prevention Plan are as follows:
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17. The floor of the Garden Center will be redesigned to create two separate
areas.  Home Depot proposed that the first area drain portions of the Garden
Center which are located under a covered canopy as depicted on the graphic
exhibit attached to the Pollution Prevention Plan.  Home Depot proposed that the
catch basins in this  area of the Garden Center feed into the Rutland City
Municipal Sewage Disposal System. 

18. Even though Home Depot proposed that any spills would be cleaned up
by dry means, any liquid spills and residue from dry spills would be discharged
directly into the Rutland City Municipal Sewage Disposal System. In addition, it
would be tempting for Garden Center employees to clean up spills by hosing the
area rather than using dry means. No evidence was presented that the Rutland
City Municipal Sewage Disposal System is designed to treat hazardous waste or
chemical spills.

19. Home Depot will design the floor of the Garden Center under the covered
canopy as depicted in the graphic exhibit attached to the Pollution Prevention
Plan with the exception that there will be no drain and any spilled material will
collect there until it is cleaned up and disposed of properly according to state
and federal laws.

 20. The second Garden Center area exclusively drains portions of the
Garden Center which are open to the sky.  These catch basins connect into the
Project Stormwater Discharge System, including the 132,000 cubic foot
detention pond.  

21. Under the Garden Center Pollution Prevention Plan, fertilizers, pesticides
and lawn chemicals are to be stored only in the section of the Garden Center
located under the canopy and in consumer-sized containers.  These substances
are to be stored away from areas where plants in the Garden Center are being
watered. Any spills of these substances must be cleaned up by dry means.

22. As a result of the foregoing measures, no portion of the covered area of
the Garden Center will drain into the Stormwater Discharge System nor the
Rutland City Municipal Sewage Disposal System.

23. An employee training program with respect to handling hazardous
materials in Home Depot Stores, including Garden Centers, will be implemented 
at the Project.  Program requirements are listed below.
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24. Specific personnel training by the Assistant Manager responsible for the
Garden Center or Store Manager regarding materials handling protocols will be
given to employees prior to employment.

25. Employees shall view videos, entitled “Handling Bagged Goods the Right
Way” and “Loss Prevention and Safe Work Practices,” prior to employment in
any area involving the handling of hazardous materials and chemicals.  Home
Depot also provides a manual to its employees entitled “The Employees Right to
Know about Hazardous Materials,” which details handling, storage and safety
protocols for specific hazardous materials sold at Home Depot Stores. 

26. All garden center employees will be shown the garden center pollution
prevention plan prior to being allowed to work in the garden center.

27. In addition to the foregoing, Home Depot maintains a Hazard
Communication and Hazardous Materials Transportation Training Manual for
use by management and employees as well as a Hazardous Materials
Management Plan. 

28. Home Depot maintains a relationship with the 3-E Company which is a
hazardous materials specialist providing nationwide service to Home Depot.  3-E
Company provides additional on-site training regarding hazardous materials
twice yearly at each Home Depot store.

29. In the event of a spill of hazardous materials in the store, management is
notified and the spill is contained or cleaned up using a spill disposal kit located
at various places  in the store.  In the event that a spill is problematic, a 24-hour
hotline exists with 3-E Company to obtain specific advice regarding dealing with
the material.  In the event that a spill occurs which cannot be dealt with by store
staff, the Rutland Town Fire Department is to be called.

30. The Rutland Town Fire Department is specifically trained to deal with
hazardous materials spills and the Chief, Robert Schlacter, is on the State
Hazardous Waste Response Team.  The Rutland Town Fire Department has the
ability to serve the Project including the ability to deal with spills of hazardous
materials at the site.  

31. All chemicals, fertilizers and pesticides at the Project shall be handled,
stored and disposed of in accordance with the Hazardous Materials Data Sheet,
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if any, applicable to such substances, packaging labels and with applicable
State and federal law.

32. Trash at the site shall be disposed of in a trash compactor which is not
open to the air.

33. Permittees shall implement the snow management plan. The Snow
Management Plan addresses not only conditions contained in the Stormwater
Discharge Decision of the WRB but also provisions of  the Agreement with the
Project neighbors regarding mitigation of certain  Project impacts (the “Neighbor
Agreement”). In summary, the Plan provides for seasonal establishment of a
snow fence from the northwest corner of the 35,500 square foot retail building
along the entire northerly line of the Project pavement to the sound wall located
at the northwest corner of the Garden Center.  The fence shall be installed with
six foot steel posts located 10 feet on center.  Piling of snow against the snow
fence and the sound wall is prohibited  to ensure that snow will not find its way
into the agricultural drainage ditch which is located on the Project site north of
the parking area and buildings.

34. Piling of snow on the west side of the site is also prohibited.  Snow is to
be stockpiled at designated areas of the site indicated in the hatched area on
the graphic plan attached to the Snow Management Plan. The Stormwater
Detention Pond must be cleared of snow by March 15th of each year.

35. The primary snow storage area consists of 34,455 square feet, and the
secondary area 15,202 feet.  This area is adequate to store typical snow
accumulation on the site.  In the event these areas are inadequate to
accommodate snow from an exceptionally heavy snow winter, excess snow will
be transported off the site as is typical for large commercial properties in
Vermont.

36. The  Project proposes to use essentially the same  impervious area that
has been present at the Juster Mall for the previous 27 years.  No undue
problems regarding snow removal from, or storage at, the Juster Mall since the
time of its initial construction have been noted nor have any notices of violation
or revocation proceedings been instituted due to failure to store and dispose of
snow satisfactorily.

Criterion 1(E)
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37. Prior to the construction of Juster Mall in 1973, the site was an
agricultural field criss-crossed with linear drainage ditches. One of these
drainage ditches received water from a 140 acre wetland located east of Route 4
and ultimately drained into Tenney Brook. When Juster Mall was created, a
drainage structure was installed corresponding to the agricultural ditch at issue.
Thus, although the current drainage ditch was man-made, it was superimposed
on an agricultural ditch that was a pre-existing stream.

38. Although the stream may be referred to by this Board and the WRB as a
drainage ditch, it is stream that is considered waters of the state. The drainage
ditch provides fair to average habitat for caddis fly, stonefly, and small fish.

 
39. It is possible that the water level during some seasons of the year is too
low to provide habitat for brook trout or other similar fish.  There is currently 
direct discharge of warm water into the ditch and  the lack of shading from
vegetation or other sources makes the water too warm to serve as good fisheries
habitat. Mediocre substrate exists in the ditch for purposes of supporting food
sources for fish. 

40. As part of the Project, the Stormwater Discharge System at the Mall will
be completely renovated, the detention pond will be substantially enlarged and
the concrete culvert from the detention pond to the drainage ditch will be
extended 120 feet.  Approximately 460 feet of the drainage ditch will then be
relocated 50 feet to the north of its present location to allow for configuration of
parking and buildings so that the pavement area of the Project will not encroach
toward the residential neighborhood to the west. 

41. Relocation of the drainage ditch will be accomplished so that its ability to
function as habitat for fish is improved.  A gravel base and gentle curves will be
placed in the drainage ditch.  Plantings will be placed along the ditch in
accordance with the Buffer Zone Planting Plan to improve shading for habitat
and riffles will be established at several locations over its length.

42. An extensive erosion control plan has been put into place regarding the
Project including specific construction sequencing and post-construction erosion
control and stabilization measures with respect to the ditch.  These measures
satisfy the standards specified in the Vermont Handbook for Erosion Control on
Construction Sites as well as engineering “best management” practices.
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43. In conjunction with other measures required in the Stormwater Discharge
Permit, the WRB approved a buffer between 25 and 60 feet in width from the
proposed edge of the top of the bank to the toe of the slope. The WRB noted
that the channel will have a very gentle slope.

44. The 25 to 60 foot buffer, the plantings and other measures should be
adequate to protect the stream.

45. A curb exists at the edge of the pavement closest to the ditch.  Catch
basins  form a part of the Project stormwater discharge system and collect runoff
from the pavement. 

46. The Project stormwater discharge permit expressly states that snow shall
not be plowed into the ditch.  The Agreement with the Project neighbors
specifically states that snow from the Project can only be stockpiled adjacent to
the stormwater detention pond which is located several hundred feet from the
ditch. 

47.   Snow from the northern edge of the Project pavement  would have to be
plowed over a curb and cast over 25 feet to enter the ditch directly.  The buffers
established are adequate and sufficient conditions are in place to ensure future
integrity of the ditch with respect to snowplowing. 

48. Permittees shall provide an employee awareness and training program for
all employees on stream protection and best management practices so that all
future employees can act in a consistent manner to protect and restore the
headwaters stream and downstream habitat.

Criterion 1(G)

49. The drainage ditch is a Class 2 Wetland under the State Wetland
Regulations. It is adjacent to a 104 acre wetland complex which is located north
of the Project site.

50. The 104 acre wetland complex is an important wetland for reasons
including but not limited to water storage for floodwater and storm runoff,
fisheries habitat, and the protection of surface and groundwater. 

51.  No work is planned in connection with the Project in this larger wetland
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complex area. The only wetland area which is impacted by the Project is the
drainage ditch itself.

52. The ditch wetland does not provide significant storage of floodwater
because of its narrow and linear nature and steep banks. The ditch wetland
does function as a channel for stormwater runoff. The Project will not interfere
with that function. 

53. On June 2, 2000, ANR issued  Wetlands Conditional Use Determination
("CUD") #1999-284.

54. On February 6, 2001, the WRB affirmed the CUD but with modifications.
Home Depot USA, Inc., et al. CUD 00-07 (February 6, 2001).

55. The Permittees submitted a copy of the CUD Application which identifies
affirmative evidence under all of the functional values to be protected under the
State Wetland Regulations.  Even in the absence of the CUD, Permittees have
demonstrated that the Project conforms with the State Wetland Rules. 

Criterion 4

56.  Substantially all of the buildings and improvements to be constructed at
the Mall in connection with the Project will be  located on the existing improved
areas of the site. 

57. A small amount of fill will be added to the north end of the site so that the
Mall pavement  will not encroach further towards neighboring residences and so
that adequate parking for the Project will be  maintained.  In addition, a new
landscaped berm will be constructed immediately to the west of the Home Depot
Store and contiguous retail structures.

58. In order to insure that undue erosion will not occur from the Project,
Permittees shall construct the Project in accordance with the Erosion Control
Plan,   Stormwater Discharge System design,  written erosion control
specifications which shall also be provided to the Project Contractor, and  a
detailed construction procedure for relocation of the ditch.  The Project Engineer
indicated that the engineering firm would be on site at all crucial junctures with
respect to erosion control, including on a daily basis while the ditch relocation is
being accomplished.
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1

  Ordinarily, The Board would issue separate findings for Criterion 9(K).
However, since the PCRO limited Criterion 9(K) to a determination of whether
the Project would "materially jeopardize or interfere with the public's use or
enjoyment of the highways," the Board will issue findings for Criteria 5 and 9(K)
jointly.

59. The Project has received a Stormwater Discharge Permit and a Wetlands
CUD. Both of those approvals involved review and approval of erosion control
related measures at the Project site during and after construction. Stormwater
discharge from the site will be disposed of through catch basins which will empty
into a large detention pond.  Solids will settle out into the detention pond and
water overflow will be discharged through a stone lined outlet structure into the
extended concrete culvert and the relocated drainage ditch to the rear of the
site.  The erosion control plans provide for stabilized banks in the ditch channel.

60. All exposed areas on the site will be seeded and mulched promptly.  No
highly erodible areas, erodible steep slopes, thin soils or other conditions exist
on the site which could contribute to unreasonable erosion from or on the site.

61.  No persuasive evidence was presented by any party which would
indicate that the erosion control measures specified by the Permittees will not be
adequate to prevent unreasonable soil erosion or reduction in the capacity of the
land to hold water.  No witness presented any evidence regarding specific ways
in which the erosion control measures specified for the site by the Permittees
would fail to meet the Vermont Handbook for Erosion Control on Construction
sites or best engineering management practices for erosion control.

Criteria 5 and 9(K)1

62. The Juster Mall is located along Woodstock Avenue/Route 4, a major
east/west road in central Vermont which experiences significant truck and
vehicular traffic at all seasons of the year. 

63. At the time of its initial construction and until several years ago, the Juster
Mall was a major retail center in Rutland County and surrounding regions.  It
experienced significant retail traffic as well as truck deliveries to and from the
site 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 
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64. The Project will use the same access that has served the Juster Mall for
over 25 years, a single two lane access road which joins Route 4 at a signalized
intersection.  The current access will remain unchanged except that the divider
island within the access road will be shortened by approximately 25 feet to better
accommodate vehicle turns.

65. The Permittees will reconstruct the parking areas and divider islands
within the Juster Mall to improve traffic flow from that which currently exists as
depicted in the Revised Site Plan.

66. The Permittees were the only party to conduct a comprehensive traffic
study of the retail and truck traffic likely to be generated by the Project using
methodologies and references commonly accepted in traffic science. The study
took into account traffic which will be generated by the Project within the Rutland
City/Rutland Town environs and from all directions outside of those environs. 
This would include traffic coming to the site from areas as far away as
Manchester, Castleton, Middlebury and Bridgewater. 

67. The Agency of Transportation recently completed a significant traffic
signal upgrade and synchronization project in the Rutland area.  In connection
with that undertaking, a sophisticated new signalization system was put into
place which will improve traffic throughout the road network in this area.  The
traffic signal at the Project access is included in a related signalization and
upgrade project. 

68. Traffic trip generation calculations were performed for the Project using
“Trip Generation 6th Edition Institute of Transportation Engineers” ("ITE").  These
included calculations for Land Use Code 862 Home Improvement Super Store. 
Trip generations numbers according to the ITE manual were calculated on the
basis of gross leasable area.  This is the proper methodology to use under the
ITE manual.  Gross leasable area for the Project was as follows:

Home Depot 116,181
Garden Center                                    17,117
prior Osco Drug, proposed retail   15,780
prior Hannaford, proposed retail   25,088
Restaurant     4,375
Bank        960
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Proposed Retail   13,120
Proposed Retail   35,500
Total Building Area and Gross Leasable Area 228,121 sq. ft.

69. Trip generation from the Project site was calculated based upon the
individual land uses within the Project as well as counting all of the Project area
as shopping center use under the ITE manual.  Vehicle generation for both of
these land use categories are shown below.

ITE Land Uses              Existing Conditions      Proposed Conditions         
         in vehicle trip ends ("vte")                vte

Individual Land Uses 1,119 vte          1,083 vte
Shopping Center Use 1,035 vte          1,082 vte      

70. Regardless of which land use category is used, trip generation from the
Project will not be statistically different from trip generation from the Juster Mall
as it has existed for the last 27 years if the same were fully occupied. 

71. Based upon trip generation level and direction of travel analysis, the
Permittees appropriately determined which intersections in the Rutland County
area should be studied for purposes of determining whether adverse changes in
Levels of Service would result. The specific intersections studied included the
following:

a. Route 4/Mall Access Drive;
b. Route 4/Town Line Road;
c. Route 4/Gleason Road;
d. Route 4/Stratton Road;
e. Route 4/US Route 7;
f. Route 4 and 7/West Street;
g. Route 7/Allen Street;
h. Stratton Road/Allen Street; and
i. Route 7/Strongs Avenue.

72. The traffic capacity analysis used the most recent version of the Traffic
Capacity Software, Highway Capacity Software Version 3.1C.  That analysis
incorporated the fact that signal timing in the area will be optimized in
connection with the synchronization project undertaken by the Vermont Agency
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of Transportation ("VTrans").  The Report analyzed the various turning motions
at the intersections noted above for the design hour volume and Saturday peak
volume for the Project for both the years 2000 and 2005.  Based upon that
analysis, only two of the six unsignalized turning movements studied and only
three of the 25 signalized turning movement studied would experience a
decrease in Level of Service.  One out of the seven signalized intersections
would experience an overall decrease in Level of Service.

73. The actual increase in delay in the turning movements where Levels of
Service will fall ranges from .2 seconds to 1.1 seconds.  The drop in Levels of
Service is not a result of any excessive or unreasonable delays at the studied
intersections.

74. The traffic study included an analysis of signal warrants for all of the
involved unsignalized intersections with respect to the Project.  No new signals
are warranted at any intersections which are likely to be impacted by the Project.

75. The traffic study examined high accident locations in the Rutland area.  
Conditions at high accident locations will not be aggravated by the Project.

76. The  peak traffic from Home Depot is likely to occur in the spring and
summer due to the nature of its product line.  It is unlikely that peak traffic from
Home Depot  will occur during the ski and foliage seasons when traffic on Route
4 is higher than other seasons of the year.

77. The traffic study was reviewed by the VTrans which concurred with the
findings in the report and the conclusion that no undue traffic congestion or
unsafe conditions will result from the Project. 

78. One thousand and twenty-nine parking spaces have been provided for
the Project site.  This constitutes a parking level of 4.51 spaces per 1,000
square feet of gross leasable area. 

79. The ITE Manual, “Parking Generation”, Second Edition, 1987 specifies
that for land use category 820, Shopping Center, the average number of parking
spaces is 3.97 spaces per thousand square feet of gross leasable area for a
Saturday.  Using the ITE formula, the Project would require 906 parking spaces.
Thus, the Project has been designed with more parking spaces than is otherwise
required by the ITE manual.  
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80. Traffic and parking counts shall be performed 30 days after the opening
of the Home depot store and repeated every 60 days for a period of 6 months
after the Home Depot store and the Juster spaces (not including the satellite
building) are open. Follow-up studies shall be performed at six months, 12
months and 18 months following the opening of the Home Depot Store and the
Juster spaces. As part of those reviews, week long automatic traffic recorder
counts shall be performed at the Project access and Route 4. 

81. These counts will be coordinated with a base parking usage survey to
determine parking utilization for the time of the traffic count. Intersection turning
movement counts at the Project access will also be performed for weekday a.m.
peak, off peak, p.m. peak hours, and during Saturday peak hours. At the time of
the turning movement counts, queue length observations will be utilized to adjust
signal timings in conjunction with the VTrans, as necessary.

82. The Permittees or their designated representative will collect information
at periodic intervals from the police on reported accidents within the Mall and at
the Project access as well as from Project tenants with respect to any accidents
not reported to the police. At the time of the traffic reviews noted above, this
information will be reviewed to determine if any accident concerns exist at the
Project and whether any mitigation measures, such as modification of signal
timings, location of road and parking islands, signage or pavement markings,
may be appropriate.
 
83. Condition 4 of the Commission's Act 250 Permit issued for the Project
requires that before the above-ground component of the 35,500 square foot
building at the Project can be built, the balance of the Project must be built and
occupied and a tenant identified for the 35,500 square foot building and that
follow up traffic studies must be performed and a permit amendment issued.  It is
unnecessary that the actual tenant be identified as long as the traffic category of
any potential tenant is identified. However, if the Commission determines that
the tenant does not  clearly correspond to a specified ITE traffic category, the
Commission can take appropriate action.

Criterion 7

84. Municipal Services required by the Project will include fire protection
services by the Town of Rutland Fire Department, police services by the
Vermont State Police, rescue services by the Regional Ambulance, water and
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sewer service from the City of Rutland and general municipal and governmental
services from the Town of Rutland. 

85. The Fire Department and the Regional Ambulance have the ability to
serve the Project.   A municipal impact statement has been obtained from the
Town of Rutland indicating its ability to provide general municipal and
governmental services to the Project.  A water and sewer allocation has been
obtained for the Project from the City of Rutland. The Town Constables and
State Police have  the ability to serve the Project.  The  Project will not adversely
impact the Town’s ability to provide municipal and governmental services.

86. The fire suppression system at the Home Depot Store at the Project has
been designed with ceiling sprinklers as well as additional sprinklers in product
racks that contain flammable materials.  In areas where particularly flammable
materials are being stored, two levels of in-rack sprinklers are provided in
addition to the normal ceiling sprinklers.  The fire suppression system is wired
directly into the Rutland Town Fire Department with the result that the
Department is automatically called in the event of a fire. 

87. The Rutland Town Fire Department has the equipment, manpower and
expertise to deal with fires at the Project, including chemical fires, as well as
hazardous material spills. The City of Rutland Fire Department, together with all
other fire departments in Rutland County, are available on short notice through
the local mutual aid pact in the event of a  particularly large fire at the Project.

Criterion 8

88. The Project is located in an intensive commercial area characterized by
retail stores, restaurants and banks interspersed with some  residential uses. 
Municipal uses also exist in the immediate Project area such as the Rutland
High School and Vocational School and the Rutland City Transfer Station.  A
residential area adjoins the Project and extends to the west.  At the present time,
all of the residences located immediately to the west of the Project have a clear
view of the Juster Mall buildings and the immediately surrounding improved
areas.

89. The Mall buildings themselves are in an extensive state of disrepair. 
Structural components in places appear to be failing. With the exception of the
Chinese restaurant, the retail spaces are  vacant,  the windows are generally
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boarded up or have been broken, and extensive areas of graffiti exist on Mall
building  walls.  The Mall has taken on many of the characteristics of suburban
blight.  

90. At the hearing in this matter, Daniel Graves, who with his family lives
immediately adjacent to the Mall’s westerly property line, testified on behalf of
Association for a Better Plan ("ABP"). ABP consists of approximately 35
households located immediately to the west and north of the Mall site. The
residential area is substantial and extends a significant distance beyond the
immediate Mall property line in both the City and Town of Rutland.

91. ABP was formed specifically to address potential impacts of the Project on
its surrounding neighborhood. The Permittees negotiated a settlement with ABP
imposing numerous operational and structural restrictions on the Project
specifically to address ABP's concerns regarding impacts on the Mall
neighborhood.

92.  Despite initial concerns regarding impact of the Project on the
surrounding neighborhood, ABP is satisfied that all of those concerns have been
addressed.   As a result, the families residing in the Project neighborhood now
support the Project.

93. Significant aesthetic mitigation measures are incorporated in the
Neighbor  Agreement with the ABP which the Permittees have agreed to abide
by.  At the request of ABP, a substantial landscaped earthen berm will be
constructed along the western portion of the Project site between the houses
located to the west and the Home Depot Store.  As detailed below, the berm and
sound walls were designed in an effort to minimize sound and visual impacts of
the Project upon the residences to the west.   

94. In connection with negotiations with the neighbors, substantial redesign
and reconfiguration of the site occurred from the original conceptual proposal. 
This included moving the Home Depot building from its initial location in such a
way that the paved areas of the Juster Mall site will not encroach any further
toward the houses to the west after construction of the Project than they
presently do. 

95. Following construction, the Project will be minimally visible from the west. 
The limited visibility of the site from the Route 4 corridor will be reduced even
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further.  The Permittees have agreed to use the standard shielded cut-off lighting
or wall pack  fixtures at the Project site.

96. The Permittees have implemented a number of additional design features
and mitigation measures to address noise and general aesthetic concerns at the
Project.  As detailed below, these measures include limitation on the hours of
truck deliveries and unloading operations, movement of the concrete lumber pad
from its usual location, screening of the HVAC units on the roof of the building,
and limitation on customer pickups to the front of the store and limitation on loud
speakers in the garden center.  There are also limitations regarding piling of
snow from other portions of the Project property in the area between the Home
Depot store and the neighborhood to the west.

97. The Project shall be constructed in conformity with the approved Site Plan
and Elevations and shall be further constructed and operated in accordance with
the following conditions:

Hours of Truck Deliveries.  Truck ingress to and egress from the Home
Depot Store along any portion of the western or northern sides of the
Home Depot Store, including any trucks idling, will be strictly limited to the
following hours: 8:00 a.m. until 8:00 p.m. Monday through Friday, and
9:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. on Saturdays. There shall be no truck deliveries
to the Home Depot Store of any kind on Sundays.  There shall be no
exceptions of any kind for any purpose allowed, provided only that there
may be occasional truck deliveries from the Home Depot Store on
Sundays, which shall take place only between the hours of 9:00 a.m. until
5:00 p.m.  Home Depot shall take all necessary steps to notify
independent or non-company truck drivers of these requirements and the
fact that a violation of the requirements of this condition is caused by an
independent or non-company driver shall not constitute a defense to the
specific limitations on truck traffic contained in this condition.  Unloading
operations of trucks will be limited to the truck delivery hours noted
above.  For purposes of this Paragraph and all other provisions of this
Permit, limitations on “trucks” shall only apply to vehicles larger than a
typical UPS residential delivery truck.  

Concrete Lumber Pad.  The concrete  pad where Home Depot lumber
deliveries take place shall be constructed as depicted on the Project Site
Plan.
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Berm/Sound Walls.  A landscaped earthen berm shall be constructed
between the Home Depot Store and the neighboring houses to the west
as depicted on the Project Landscaping  Plan, to provide a sound and
visual barrier.  A sound wall as depicted on the Site Plan,  will be
constructed along a portion of the north side of the store to attenuate
sound impacts from the site.  Home Depot shall keep the sound wall in
good repair.  The berm and the area of the Home Depot Store will be
landscaped as shown on the Project landscaping plan.  The Permittees
shall have the right to make minor adjustments to the landscaping plan to
accommodate specific wishes of neighbors in the vicinity of their houses. 
The Permittees  shall maintain and as necessary replace elements of the
landscaping plan following implementation as soon as feasible.  

HVAC Screening.  HVAC units on the roof of the Home Depot Store shall
be insulated with  v-shaped barriers, with the opening facing to the east. 
The barriers shall be at least one foot higher than the highest feature of
the HVAC units.  There shall be no HVAC units attached to either the
western or northern walls of the Home Depot Store.

Wall Pack/Directed Illuminated Lighting.  There shall be no lighting
located on the western or northern walls of the Home Depot Store, except
wall-pack type lighting, which shall be located no higher than sixteen feet
above the pavement on either the west or north walls of the Home Depot
Store and shall be directed downward, and there shall be no lighting
located on the roof of the Home Depot Store.  Lighting along the western
and northern boundaries shall be as shown on the Lighting Plan. 
Specifically, any lighting to the side of the western or northern walls of the
Home Depot Store shall be on poles with the lighting units not more than
twenty-four feet above the pavement with the light therefrom directed
downward so as to minimize glare.  

Loudspeakers.  There shall be only a single outdoor loudspeaker located
in the Home Depot garden center, which shall be employed only when the
garden center is open for business.  The speaker shall face into the
parking lot to either the east or southeast.  There may also be one or
more loudspeakers located at the front (east side) of the Home Depot
Store, which speaker or speakers shall face toward Route 4.  The noise
from these speakers shall not be audible at any residence on Laverne
Drive.  If such speakers are audible at any such residence, Home Depot
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shall immediately cease use of the speaker or reduce volume so that it is
not audible at any residence on Laverne Drive. 

Pickups.  All Home Depot customer pickups, including contractor pickups,
will take place at the front of the Home Depot Store.

Snow Piling.  There shall be no piling of snow along or in proximity to the
western or northern sides of the Home Depot Store or otherwise between
the Home Depot Store and the berm or the sound wall.  There shall be no
piling of snow behind either the berm or the sound wall.  However, this
condition shall not be deemed to restrict ordinary plowing of snow in
these areas of the site.  

98. The Project landscaping will be established, installed and maintained in
accordance with the Project Landscaping Plan and the Landscaping
Maintenance/Replacement Plan as generally described below.  

99. The landscaping plan overall involves planting 503 new trees and 1,818
new shrubs  on the Project site with particular attention to the area along
Woodstock Avenue and the area adjacent to residential properties to the west. 
Tree plantings on the berm to the rear of the site have also been moved to the
toe of the berm rather than on the top to promote root growth into native soil. It is
likely that upon construction of the Project the new and renovated Mall structures
will be minimally visible from off the site.    

100. Prior to opening of the Home Depot Store, the Permittees will enter into a
comprehensive landscape maintenance agreement regarding the Juster Mall
with a suitable contractor.  The contract will specifically provide that the
contractor will be responsible for watering and maintenance of plantings as
called for in the Landscaping/Maintenance Plan.   Precise watering and
maintenance times and measures may be varied according to weather and other
similar conditions.  The contract will further provide that any plantings which die
shall be promptly replaced by the contractor.  The Permittees shall take any
other reasonable measures to insure that the berm located to the rear of the
Project Store, together with other landscaped areas of the Project site, will
support tree and landscaping growth as proposed in the landscaping plan.

101. The Permittees shall retain a landscape architect, arborist or other similar
professional to conduct a review of the conditions of all vegetation established
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as part of the Project landscaping plan every two years following construction of
the Project for the first 10 years following opening of the Home Depot Store. 
The arborist or landscape architect shall submit a report to the District
Commission regarding the condition of said landscaping, together with
recommendations regarding reasonable measures to be taken regarding
maintenance of the landscaping on the site.

102. The owner of the existing Osco Drug and former Hannaford’s Store shall
renovate the facades of those spaces to substantially resemble the Project
elevations within two years following opening of the Home Depot Store for
business.  Construction completion of the 35,500 and 13,120 square foot spaces
for general commercial/retail purposes must occur in conformity with said
elevations and the other plans approved as part of this Project  within 7 years of
issuance of a permit amendment for the Project.  Signage on the 35,500 and
13,120 square foot structures must comply with dimensions shown on the Project
elevations.  

103. Permittees were the only party to prepare a noise study of the proposed
Project to establish the background sound levels at the property lines near
existing homes adjacent to the Project site and to compare the operational
sounds that would be generated by the Project to appropriate sound level criteria
for residential areas. 

104. The noise study measured ambient background sound levels at three
locations around the site on August 17, 1999 and November 4, 1999 during
daytime and evening times when the Home Depot store  would be opened and
when delivery of building materials would occur.  The sound study concluded
that  sound levels in the neighborhood to the west of the Project are presently
dominated by motor vehicle traffic on Route 4.  

105. The noise study modeled sound from all activities which are to occur at
the Project, including truck travel to and from and deliveries at the loading dock,
trash compactor at the loading dock, lumber deliveries to the lumber pad, rooftop
HVAC equipment and the garden center loud speaker.  The study used
published data regarding noise generation of this equipment and predicated
future sound levels assuming simultaneous operation of all Home Depot sources
plus existing ambient sound levels with the mitigation measures noted above put
in place.   
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106. Home Depot sound levels will safely be in compliance with US EPA and
FHWA sound guidelines for residential areas.  The Store’s average sound level
will be below the EPA guideline of 55 dBA (Leq 1hr) and the FHWA impact
threshold of 67 dBA (Leq 1hr) for residential areas.

107. Future sound levels in the evening will be essentially the same after
Home Depot is built as they are currently with an increase of between 0 to 2 dBA
(Leq 1hr)  under worst case conditions.  The sound study concludes that no
adverse impact on the health of individuals in the area and no undue adverse
aesthetic impacts from noise will occur at residential areas adjacent to the site.  

108. The full dilapidated facade of the Mall is currently visible from the
residential area to the west.  Only limited barriers to noise or visibility now exist
between this residential area and the residences located to the west.  These
barriers are in the form of scattered brush and some trees. 

109. The Project represents a refurbishment of the Mall with approximately the
same square footage and approximately the same general layout of buildings. 
Specifically, the Home Depot will be constructed in the area which formerly
housed Ames and a portion of the main Mall structure.  The new free-standing
35,500 square foot structure will be constructed in approximately the same
location as the Montgomery Ward structure.  The overall general appearance of
the site will continue to be of an L-shaped facility.

110. The facade of the new Home Depot Store and free-standing 35,500
square foot building will be renovated to comport with similar structures in the
Rutland area. 

111. Colors of the Project structures will be as depicted on the Project
elevations.  Overall, the color of the building facade will be of earth tones with
the exception of the trademark  Home Depot orange used for the on-building
sign and free-standing signs.  New cut-off and wall pack-type light fixtures will be
installed throughout the Project site.
  
112. As part of the Project, the current free-standing sign at the access road to
the Juster Mall will be demolished and a new  free-standing sign is proposed.
This sign design may have space for the other retail establishments at the Mall
and will comply with applicable Vermont Statutes.
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113.     Permittees proposed an internally lit 25 feet by 14 feet free standing
sign. The Board does not have sufficient evidence with regard to the nature of
the existing free standing sign and other free standing signs in the area to
determine whether such a sign would fit within the context of the area.

114. Permittees proposed on-building signs for the Home Depot Store and
other retail areas as specified in the dimensions shown on the Project
elevations. Similar to the free standing sign, the Board does not have sufficient
evidence with regard to the nature of any existing on-building signs and on-
building signs in the area to determine whether such  signs would fit within the
context of the area.

115. Following construction of the Project, the Project lands will be subdivided
and the Chinese Restaurant will be located on a separate parcel from Home
Depot which will be owned by Ann Juster.  The Chinese Restaurant proposes to
continue to use its current freestanding sign.

116.    Permittees requested that there be no permit condition limiting Home
Depot’s hours of operation. The Board does not have sufficient information
regarding the hours of operation of other similar commercial establishments in
the area to determine if such hours of operation would fit within the context of the
area. 

117. The Project will continue to use the existing single access from
Woodstock Avenue/Route 4.  No new curbcuts are required by the Project.  The
Project will continue to be a multiple use site which includes the Home Depot
Store and space for 6 additional retail uses. 

118. The Town of Rutland has no zoning regulations.  There are no aesthetics
standards specified in the Town or Regional Plans which are applicable to the
Project.  

119. No other significant vibrations, odors or other aesthetic impacts will result
from the Project.

Criterion 8(A)

120. There are no endangered species on or adjacent to the Project site. 
There is no necessary wildlife habitat noted  on or adjacent to the Project site on
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the Department of Fish and Wildlife Habitat Maps.  Neither the Project nor any
adjacent property is depicted as having special significance on the Non-Game
Natural Heritage Special Resources Map. 

121. The vast majority of Project improvements will be located on the existing
paved areas of the Project site.  In order to prevent the Project from encroaching
further towards the residential neighborhood to the west, a small area of fill will
have to be added to the north of the existing paved area of the Juster Mall.  In
connection with that fill, a 460 foot section of an existing previously constructed
drainage ditch located to the north of the Project parking lot will have to be
relocated 50 feet to the north of its current location.  The Project will not impact
Dunklee Pond which is located 3/4 of a mile away.

122. The drainage ditch supports a population of fish and small mammals
sporadically use the ditch. The fish shall be relocated to the new ditch.  Small
mammals will likely continue to be able to make use of the drainage ditch in its
new location. 

123. With respect to fisheries habitat, evidence was adduced that the drainage
ditch provides limited habitat for fish.  Measures shall be taken with respect to
the relocated ditch to improve its use as a fish habitat over that of the existing
ditch.  These measures include plantings along the ditch which would create
shade, installation of rip rap in the ditch bottom to improve substrate for fish
food, the creation of riffles to accommodate fish, and the creation of curves in
the ditch channel to improve its use as habitat for fish. 

124. The Permittees have stipulated to and shall implement  the Ditch
Relocation Plan to improve the fish habitat of the ditch. 

125.  The ditch is not crucial to the survival of any specific population of any
species of wildlife at any point during its life cycle.

Criterion 9(A)

126. The Town of Rutland does not have a duly adopted Capital Improvement
Program. 

Permittees'  Calculation Data and Projections
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127. Permittees estimated the following growth patterns for the town and
region.

a. Growth and Population of the Town and Region.

Based upon the U.S. Census, from 1980 to 1998, the regional
population grew from 172,385 to 188,996 representing a gain of 16,611 people
with a compound annual growth rate of .5%.

b.  Growth and Rate of Growth Expected in Absence of the Proposed
Home Depot.

From 1998 through 2011, the tenth year of operation of the Project,
the Town of Rutland population is expected to increase from 4,060
to 4,171 in the absence of the Project, for a gain of 111, and a
compound annual growth rate of 0.21%.  During the same period,
the regional population will grow from 188,996 to 199,767 in the
absence of the Project.  This represents a gain of 10,771 people
with a compound annual growth rate of .43%.  

c.  Growth and Rate of Growth Expected from the Proposed Home
Depot.

From 1998  through 2011, the Town of Rutland’s population will
grow from 4,060 to 4,192 from the proposed Home Depot without
the secondary growth.  This is 21 people more than without the
Home Depot over this period.  The compound annual growth rate
will be 0.25%, nearly unchanged from that without Home Depot. 
During the same period, the regional population will grow from
188,996 to 200,023 people in the absence of the proposed Project. 
This is a gain of 11,027 people, being 256 more than without Home
Depot.  The compound annual growth rate for the region will be
0.44% nearly unchanged from without Home Depot.

With both Home Depot plus secondary growth taken into account
from 1998 to 2011, the Town of Rutland’s population will grow from
4,060 to 4,195 with Home Depot and secondary growth.  This
represents 3 persons more than Home Depot without the
secondary growth.  The compound annual growth rate will be
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unchanged at 0.25%.  Regional population will increase by 36
people more than without Home Depot during this time period.  The
compound annual growth rate will again be 0.44%. 

Friends'  Calculation Data and Projections

127. The most significant difference between Friends and Permittees' growth
figures is that Friends assert that the Project will result in a net decrease in jobs
because of Home Depot's efficient sales to employee ratio. Friends predict that
fewer employees will be needed to generate the available sales with Home
Depot in the market.  Friends predict that the Project will have a negative impact
on the number of available jobs and thus, not cause any growth.

Board's Findings

128. The experienced growth and expected growth in the region will have an
insignificant impact on the municipalities' ability to provide services.

129. Expected growth with the Project will be minimal and not significantly
affect the financial capacity of any town or city in the region to accommodate
total growth and rate of growth of the population. 

Permittees' Economic Evidence and Analysis

130. Permittees expert, Richard Heaps provided a detailed economic analysis
of the Project. Mr. Heaps based his analysis on actual sales at five Home Depot
Stores in small Northeast markets, i.e.: Bangor, Maine; Concord, New
Hampshire; Williston, Vermont; Binghamton, New York and Utica, New York.

131. Mr. Heaps took those actual sales numbers and made adjustments to
them for differences between the foregoing towns and the Rutland trade area
based upon differences in population, household income, local transportation
networks and roads, location of major competitors, local geography and other
characteristics.  Mr. Heaps concluded that the Utica and Binghamton stores did
not have sufficient similarities to the Rutland market to provide a firm basis for
projecting potential sales at Rutland.  Mr. Heaps thus used his adjustments to
the sales at Bangor, Concord and Williston to project probable trade area sales
at Rutland.
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132. In analyzing the sales from the five Home Depot Stores noted above, Mr.
Heaps did not use a map with: “in-area” or “out-of-area”  sales.  Rather, Mr.
Heaps had access to confidential zip code sales data for each of the foregoing
stores from Home Depot which show in detail where sales for each store are
generated from. 

133. Since the Rutland Home Depot Store has not yet been built, Mr. Heaps
used a map with lines drawn to estimate the trade area for the proposed Project.
The trade area identified by Mr. Heaps for the Rutland Town Home Depot
extends to Middlebury on the north, Interstates 89 and 91 to the east, Arlington
to the south and just into the State of New York on the west. The rationale for
this market determination is that the Rutland Home Depot market is bounded on
the north by Middlebury as Middlebury is half-way between the proposed
Rutland Home Depot and the existing Williston Home Depot.  On the east, it is
believed that individuals in New Hampshire will not travel to Vermont to shop at
the Rutland Home Depot due to travel constraints and tax free shopping at the
Home Depot in Concord.  Likewise, Brattleboro residents could travel easily to
the Springfield, Massachusetts Home Depot rather than the Rutland Store.  On
the south, Home Depot currently operates a store outside of Albany with the
result that it is easier for persons south of Arlington to travel to Albany shopping
opportunities rather than Rutland.  Finally, on the west, Lowe’s Home
Improvement Center, Home Depot’s main national competitor, maintains a store
in Glens Falls, with the result that persons across the State line in New York
would be more likely to shop there.  The trade area is approximately the same as
the area identified by Friends.

134.  Mr. Heaps’ estimated that likely sales of the Rutland Home Depot store
would be $20,200,000 per year of in-area and $8,000,000 per year of out-of-
area sales in 1999 dollars.  He projected the market share of the Home Depot
Store based upon the data contained in Census of Retail Trade.  Based upon
that predicted market share and Mr. Heaps’ observation at the three comparable
communities hosting Home Depots, he concluded that there would not be
wholesale closures of stores but that only those struggling financially will be
likely to close.  In his professional judgment, he estimated that, in a worst case
scenario, a total of one lumber yard and three to four smaller stores in the towns
in the area would close.  

135.  Home Depot’s National Marketing and Sales Consultant, Thompson
Associates, performed its own estimate of likely sales at the Rutland Home
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Depot Store.  Home Depot’s internal estimate of Rutland sales was $25,900,000
per year in-area sales and $12,000,000 per year in out-of-area sales in 1997
dollars projected for the year 2001.

136. In assessing impacts on local tax bases and the ability to provide
municipal services, “in-area”  sales are what is relevant.  Mr Heaps’ and Home
Depot’s own internal estimate of in-area sales at the Rutland Home Depot are in
the same range.  Mr. Heaps averaged his estimate of in-area sales with Home
Depot’s to arrive at his projection of $22,000,000 per year of in-area sales from
Home Depot during its first year of operation.

Friends' Economic Evidence and Analysis

137.  In 1999 dollars, Friends estimated that the Home Depot portion of the
Project's sales would be $56,385,064. However, Friends prepared a range of
numbers including figures for sales 23% below the national average for all Home
Depot stores or $43,321,860 and 34% below the national average or
$37,190,152. 

138. Friends used a different methodology than Mr. Heaps to determine
projected sales for the Rutland Home Depot store. Friends' analysis projected
sales at the Rutland Home Depot store based on average national sales per
square foot of all Home Depot stores. Friends then used the square footage of
the proposed Rutland Home Depot to estimate the projected sales.

Board's Findings

139. The number of households in the average Home Depot trade area is
141,000.  The number of households in the Rutland Home Depot trade area is
55,000.

140. The median household income in the average Home Depot trade area is
$50,500 per year.  The median household income in the Rutland trade area is
$40,713 per year.

141. Friends' analysis based on average national sales or even sales 23%
below average national sales are not realistic. However, Friends figures based
on 34% below the average national sales are more persuasive given the
differences between the Rutland market and the national average for Home
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Depot stores.

142. Since Mr. Heaps', Home Depot's internal analysis, and Friends' lowest
range figures which the Board considers their most reliable estimate are all in
the same range, regardless which of these figures the Board uses, the Board
reaches the same findings and conclusions.

143. The main difference is that Friends breaks down the $37,190,152 into
$30,124,023 from sales from existing stores in the primary market, $3,719,015
from sales from the secondary market, $2,231,409 from sales recaptured from
outside, and $1,115,705 from new sales.

144. Although the $30,124,023 of sales from the existing stores in the primary
market is greater than Mr. Heaps' estimate, the differences are not great enough
to reach a different result.

145. The Board will use Mr. Heaps' estimate of $22,000,000 of  in-area sales
and $8,000,000 of out- of-area sales for the Rutland Home Depot to estimate the
impacts on the local tax base. The Board approves of Mr Heaps' methodology of
calculation of sales based on the local population and household income.

146. The three Home Depot stores that Mr. Heaps found comparable have
been open for between three and four years, a period of time sufficient to
determine whether widespread business failures would be caused by any of the
three Home Depot stores and whether any impact on the provision of municipal
services or the tax base would occur in surrounding municipalities. There have
been a few business failures of local competitors in these municipalities as a
result of Home Depot stores opening up.
 
147. It is not possible to predict any precise number of store closures which
will result from Home Depot’s opening. However, it is reasonable to conclude
that only those stores which are currently struggling financially and would further
struggle from Home Depot's competition are likely to close as a result of Home
Depot’s opening. 

148. The projected retail sales for the Rutland Home Depot did not include the
impacts of minor components of Home Depot’s business such as small
consumer loan programs and product installation services.  No persuasive
evidence was produced by any party that these portions of Home Depot’s
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business will have any impact whatsoever on local tax bases by putting banks
and similar financial institutions out of business or by putting other retailers with
product installation programs, such as Sears and K-Mart, out of business. 

149. There will be a minimal impact from the Project on Grand list values and
tax rates resulting in no undue burden on the ability of towns in the Rutland
region to provide municipal services to their residents.

150. Assuming that the Home Depot store opens in 2002, non-Home Depot
market sales will decrease by 6.7% in 2002, will resume growing in 2003 and
return to the previous levels in five years in 2006.   

151. Significant, additional, secondary growth is not likely to result from Home
Depot. Woodstock Avenue is already host to secondary growth which
accompanied the original Juster Mall, including fast food restaurants, gas
stations, automotive repair stores, banks and other retail establishments.  In
addition, there is virtually no developable land between the Project site and
downtown Rutland.

152.    The municipalities most likely to be affected by the proposed Project are
the City of Rutland and the towns of Castleton, Clarendon, Pittsford and West
Rutland.  Other towns in the region will experience only a negligible fiscal impact
from the Project.

153. Rutland City is expected to see the largest economic  impact from the
proposed Project and secondary growth.  However, the actual impact is quite
small.  With respect to regional school budgets, the estimate is for 14.1
additional students by 2011 (i.e. just over one student per year into a school
system of 2,500 students).  Increased capital costs which would mandate
construction of new facilities is unlikely to arise from this minimal number of
additional students. Even if the Rutland City School District decided to build a
school addition to house new secondary level students from the Home Depot,
the required bond and cost would cause the school tax rate to increase by .05%
in the first year of the bond repayment with decreasing impacts in each of the
next 20 years of the bond.

154. As of 2011, the net impact on the Rutland City municipal budget from the
Project will be a cost of $26,757 on a budget of over $10,000,000.  The Rutland
municipal tax rate would need to increase two-tenths of 1% to cover this
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increase (i.e. about $3 for the average homeowner in additional municipal
taxes).  The result is essentially the same when secondary growth is considered
in addition to the Home Depot project.  As of 2011 there would be a $30,530 cost
on a budget of more than $10,000,000 with an average increase in cost to the
homeowner of  $4 per year.  At this level, the City of Rutland will not experience
any impact on its ability to provide municipal services to its residents.

155. Home Depot negotiated an agreement with the City of Rutland and the
Rutland City Schools to account for the potential fiscal impacts of the Project. 
Home Depot has agreed to pay the City of Rutland $250,000 and the Rutland
City Schools $100,000. The City of Rutland testified in support of the Project.
The payments are adequate to compensate the City of Rutland and the Rutland
City Schools for any potential reduction to the grand list.

156. There are three methods used to assess the value of property. The most
commonly used method relies on the fair market value of comparable sales. The
income generation method is occasionally used in appeals of assessments. The
cost to replicate the building method is rarely used.

157.  Annual tax cost to the average homeowner from Home Depot and
secondary growth as of 2011 are as follows: Castleton $0.78; Clarendon $0.12;
Pittsford $1.14; West Rutland $1.63.  These estimates do not include the impact
from potential store closures. However, even if there were closures, the impact
would be minimal. None of the foregoing tax increases represent levels which
will jeopardize or interfere with the provision of municipal services to residents in
these towns.  

158. If a store closes it does not mean that the property  which it occupies
goes off the grand list.  Rather, in the event a store closes, a new tenant for the
store will either be found or the property will be sold either by the current owner
or at tax sale.  As a consequence, even if a few stores close as a result of Home
Depot, the property which they occupy will not be removed from the grand list
and will continue to pay taxes to the municipality.

159. Even if a few competitors go out of business, the impacts to the
municipalities will be negligible. It would require mass closings with the stores
remaining vacant for extended periods of time before there would be any
significant impact on municipal services due to the decreased grand list.
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160. Based upon the 33.4 additional households to locate within the remaining
municipalities from the period 2001 to 2011, and based upon the municipal cost
in taxes per residents, in the year 2011 the impact on all of the remaining
municipal budgets is a cost of just $3,363 spread over 22 municipalities.  This
cost becomes $3,867, again spread over 22 municipalities, when secondary
growth is taken into account.  Neither of these numbers represents a financial
burden which would interfere with any of the other municipalities providing
municipal services to their citizens.

161. The proposed Project will not cause any financial burden on the school
systems in the region and will not place a burden on the financial capacity to
provide municipal or governmental services on any of the towns of the region. 
No town is expected to see a significant decline in its grand list due to the
closure of businesses predicted by the study.

162. All necessary municipal services and utilities are already being provided
to the Project site and have been so provided for over 27 years.  The Project site 
is served by municipal water and sewer and has electricity and telephone
service.  

Criterion 9(H)

163. The geographical relationship between Rutland Town, where the Project
is located, and Rutland City is unique.  Rather than being a typical Vermont town
with a concentrated downtown radiating to less developed outer areas, Rutland 
Town is essentially a “doughnut” which entirely surrounds the City. This
relationship has existed between the Town and the City for over a century.

164. In terms of regional development patterns, the Town and the City can be
viewed as a single entity.  The City of Rutland contains a traditional and thriving
downtown area with mixed-use development decreasing in intensity  as one
progresses to the north, west, east and south out of the City and into the Town. 
An intensive commercial area is located in the Town immediately to the south of
the City on Route 7 and to the east of the City on Route 4.  The Project is a part
of this latter intensive commercial area.  The Project is an extension and
continuation  of the development pattern that extends outward from Downtown
Rutland.

165. There is essentially no undeveloped land on Route 4 between the Project
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site and Downtown Rutland to the west. 

166. The Project is surrounded by other intensive, commercial roadside retail
and related development interspersed with limited residential development along
and immediately adjacent to Vermont Route 4.  The immediate area is also
characterized by significant municipal installations such as the Rutland High
School, Rutland Vocational School and the Rutland City Transfer Station.  The
sidewalk which connects this area with downtown Rutland along Route 4 comes
within approximately 800 feet of the Project site.  Permittees will extend the
sidewalk to the Project.

167. An extensive residential area is located immediately to the west of the
Project site.  The property lines of the closest homes in the residential
neighborhood are approximately 250 feet from the edge of the Project pavement.

IV. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

When a party appeals from a district commission determination, the
Board provides a “de novo hearing on all findings requested by any party that
files an appeal or cross-appeal, according to the rules of the [B]oard.”  10 V.S.A.
§ 6089(a)(3).  Board rules provide for the de novo review of a district
commission’s findings of fact, conclusions of law, and permit conditions.  EBR
40(A).  Thus, the Board cannot rely upon the facts stated, conclusions drawn, or
conditions issued by the district commission regarding the criteria on appeal in
this matter.  Rather, it must regard the Permit as evidence to be offered by the
parties.

The burden of proof consists of both the burden of producing evidence
and the burden of persuasion.  Re: Pratt’s Propane, #3R0486-EB, Findings of
Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 4-6 (Jan. 27, 1987).  The Applicant has
the burden of production for all criteria.  The burden of persuasion is as set out
in 10 V.S.A.§§ 6088(a), 6088(b), and 6086(a)(9)(A).

Criterion 1(B)

The Board will grant a permit whenever the applicant demonstrates that,
in addition to all other applicable criteria, the development or subdivision will
meet any applicable health and environmental conservation department
regulations regarding the disposal of wastes, and will not involve the injection of
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waste materials or any harmful or toxic substances into ground water or wells. 10
V.S.A. 6086(a)(1)(B).  

The burden of persuasion is on the applicant under Criterion 1(B).  10
V.S.A.  6088(a).  Permits such as water supply and waste water disposal permits
that are entered into the record create a rebuttable presumption that waste
materials and waste water can be disposed of without undue water pollution. 
EBR 19(E)(1).  This presumption transfers the burden of proof to the opponent,
who can rebut the presumption.

ANR issued stormwater discharge permit #1-0460 to Home Depot to
authorize discharge of treated stormwater runoff from roadways, parking areas,
and roofs associated with the Project. Friends appealed the permit to the WRB. 

As a preliminary issue before the Board, Friends argued that the Board
should continue the hearing until there has been a binding and final resolution of
Permittees' conditional use determination for wetlands and the discharge permit
for stormwater. In a Memorandum of Decision issued November 30, 2000, the
Board held that it will proceed with the hearing but will await the decision of the
WRB before issuing an opinion. The Board based this decision on the desire to
benefit from the WRB's expertise and avoid conflicting decisions if possible.

On September 8, 2000, the WRB issued a preliminary decision ruling that
the scope of the discharge permit and thus the appeal, was limited to stormwater
runoff from the Project and the infrastructure proposed for the control and
treatment of stormwater. Home Depot USA, Inc., et al. WQ 00-06 Memorandum
of Decision on Preliminary Issues and Order (September 8, 2000). Friends point
out that the stormwater discharge permit only authorizes the discharge of
stormwater runoff which is defined as "natural precipitation that does not
infiltrate into soil, including any material dissolved or suspended in such water."
Stormwater Management Resources Procedures, Chapter 1D  (December 15,
1997).

On February 6, 2001, the WRB issued Re: Home Depot, USA, Inc., #WQ-
00-06 Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order (February 6, 2001)
affirming the decision of ANR to issue the permit, but with modifications. Thus,
while the Permittees have the benefit of the presumption from the stormwater
discharge permit, the presumption only pertains to the stormwater discharged
from the Project, not any non-natural runoff created by hosing and other
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activities in the garden center.

On February 21, 2001, ANR submitted a motion to alter the decision from
the WRB requesting amongst other things that the WRB include conditions in
the stormwater discharge permit requiring a pollution prevention plan for the
garden center. On March 16, 2001, the WRB denied ANR's motion to alter
concerning the pollution prevention plan and granted the motion to alter on other
issues. Home Depot USA, Inc., et al. WQ 00-06 Memorandum of Decision on
Motion to Alter (March 16, 2001).

Permittees rely on the presumption from the waste water disposal, water
supply, subdivision, and stormwater discharge permits. Permittees also assert
that the impacts from the Project will be minimal because the stormwater will be
discharged into a detention pond on site and subsequently through an extended
culvert into a relocated drainage ditch and ultimately, an unnamed tributary of
Tenney Brook.

The stormwater discharge permit is the most relevant and contested
permit under Criterion 1(B). Friends have not rebutted the presumption from the
stormwater discharge permit. The Board also concludes that Permittees Snow
Management Plan adequately addresses any impacts of snow pertaining to
Criterion 1(B). Therefore, the Board concludes that the parts of the Home  Depot
store covered by the stormwater discharge permit comply with Criterion 1 (B).
However, as noted previously, the stormwater discharge permit does not
address any non-natural  discharges from the garden center.

Friends point out that Permittees' garden center would sell fertilizers,
pesticides, and herbicides which have potential to harm the waters of the State if
discharged. Friends also point out that the stormwater discharge system is not
designed for discharges from the garden center which would likely be high in
nutrients and toxic pesticides. Friends argue that while the system removes 80%
of suspended sediment in stormwater runoff, it only removes 55% of total
phosphorous and 25% of total nitrogen. Friends raise important issues
concerning the possibility of harmful substances being discharged into the
waters of the State.

As a result of Friends' concerns, Permittees proposed a Pollution
Prevention Plan for the garden center.  This plan includes covering areas where
fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, and other harmful substances are stored and
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sloping the garden center floors in this area to prevent any runoff from reaching
the stormwater discharge system.  

Permittees proposed cleaning up spills by dry means and having this area
drain into the Rutland City Municipal Sewage Disposal System. While that plan
would protect the immediate ecosystem by preventing harmful substances from
being discharged as stormwater, it would only divert these substances
elsewhere. Liquid spills and residue from solid spills would still find their way
down the drain. It is also possible that garden center employees might clean the
area by washing spilled material down into the drain.  No evidence was
presented that the Rutland City Municipal Sewage Disposal System is  designed
to treat these substances, many of which are hazardous waste.

Therefore, Permittees shall slope the floor of this area of the garden
center as indicated in their plans but shall not install a drain. Any spills will
simply collect in that area which allows for easy clean up.

 Permittees shall also clean up spills by dry means and only keep
consumer-sized containers in the garden center. Permittees have also
developed a chemical spill procedure and agreed to provide training to
employees on handling chemical spills.

The Board finds that these measures address the deficiencies in
Permittees' original stormwater discharge system and will prevent discharges
from the garden center from reaching the waters of the State. Therefore, the
Board finds that in light of the Pollution Prevention Plan, the garden center also
complies with Criterion 1(B). 

Criterion 1(E)

The Board will grant a permit whenever the applicant demonstrates “that,
in addition to all other applicable Criteria, the development or subdivision of
lands on or adjacent to the banks of a stream will, whenever feasible, maintain
the natural condition of the stream, and will not endanger the health, safety, or
welfare of the public or of adjoining landowners.”  10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(1)(E). 
“Stream” is defined as “a current of water which is above an elevation of 1,500
feet above sea level or which flows at any time at a rate of less than 1.5 cubic
feet per second.”  Id. § 6001(18).
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The burden of persuasion is on the applicant under Criterion 1(E).  Id. §
6088(a).  Thus, the Permittees have the burden to demonstrate that they have
considered “all reasonable alternatives” which would allow the stream to remain
in its natural condition.  Re: Mark and Pauline Kisiel, #5W1270-EB, Findings of
Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order (Altered) at 33 (Aug. 7, 1998) citing
Re:Okemo Mountain, Inc., #2S0351-12A-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
Law, and Order (Revised) at 14 (July 23, 1992).  

Permittees argue that the only water affected by the Project is a man-
made drainage ditch. According to Permittees, approximately 460 feet of a
drainage ditch will be relocated 50 feet north to allow configuration of a parking
lot and buildings that do not encroach on residential neighbors to the west.
Permittees also assert that during some seasons of the year water ceases to
flow in the drainage ditch and question whether the drainage ditch is a stream.

Permittees argue that the ditch provides fair to poor fish habitat because
the water level is too low for brook trout and other species part of the year, warm
water is discharged into the ditch, and there is no shade. Permittees then argue
that relocating the ditch could improve the fish habitat because they would install
a gravel base, gentle curves, riffles, and plants to create shade. Permittees add
that the buffer between the proposed stream relocation and the pavement was
approved by ANR in the stormwater permit and conditional use determination.

Friends assert that the body of water is an unnamed tributary of Tenney
Brook. More specifically, Friends argue that it is a stream because it has all the
characteristics of a stream such as flowing water, fish, and plant life. Friends
recognize that the stream is not pristine, but counter that its degraded condition
is due to Permittees' failure to comply with the 1987 discharge permit coupled
with lax enforcement.

In Re: Home Depot, USA, Inc., #WQ-00-06, Findings of fact, Conclusions
of Law, and Order (February 6, 2001) the WRB found that prior to the
construction of Juster Mall in 1973, the site was an agricultural field cris-crossed
with linear drainage ditches. One of these drainage ditches received water from
a wetland located east of Route 4 and ultimately drained into Tenney Brook.
When Juster Mall was created, a drainage structure was installed corresponding
to the agricultural ditch at issue. The Board agrees with the WRB and concludes
that although the current drainage ditch was man-made, it was superimposed on
an agricultural ditch that was a pre-existing stream. The Board also agrees with
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the WRB that although the ditch is not pristine, it provides fair to average habitat
for small fish.

Friends acknowledge that given the drastic alterations to the stream, it is
difficult to assess what is the natural condition of the stream. Friends correctly
point out that the fact that a stream is degraded does not justify further
degradation. Okemo Mountain, Inc., #2S0351-12-A-EB Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, and Order (Revised) at 14 (July 23, 1992).

However, given all the prior alterations which have transformed the
stream into an almost unrecognizable drainage ditch, it is impossible to
determine its true natural condition. The Board concludes that Permittees' plan
to relocate the stream and install a gravel base, gentle curves, riffles, and shade
plants will improve aquatic life. In addition, the Board concludes that the
Permittees' proposed buffer is adequate. While these measures will not restore
the ditch into its original condition, they will improve the aquatic environment and
help restore the ditch in the direction towards its original condition. Since the
requirement of this Criterion is to consider all reasonable alternatives which
would allow the stream to remain in its natural condition, the Board finds that the
Permittees' plan to restore the stream closer to its original condition complies
with Criterion 1(E).

Criterion 1(G)

The Board will grant a permit whenever the applicant demonstrates, “in
addition to other criteria, that the development or subdivision will not violate the
rules of the WRB, as adopted under section 905(9) of this title, relating to
significant wetlands.”  10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(1)(G).  The burden of persuasion is
on the applicant under Criterion 1(G).  Id. § 6088(a).
  

The Vermont Wetland Rules (VWR) classify wetlands as Class I, Class II,
and Class III.  VWR 4.1.  Classes I and II are considered “significant” and are
protected under the rules.  Id.  Therefore, Criterion 1(G) protects only Class I
and II wetlands.

A CUD issued by ANR under the VWR creates a rebuttable presumption
of compliance with Criterion 1(G).  EBR 19(E)(5).  Upon admission of the CUD
into evidence, the burden of proof shifts to the opponent who can rebut the
presumption if a preponderance of the evidence shows that violation of the rules
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of the WRB relating to significant wetlands is likely to result.  EBR 19(F); See
Re: Nile and Julie Duppstadt & John and Deborah Alden, #4C1013-EB, Findings
of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order (Corrected) at 28 (April 30, 1999)  If the
Board concludes that the presumption has been rebutted, then the burden of
proof shall shift back to the Applicants and the CUD will serve only as evidence
of compliance with the rules of the WRB.  Id.

On June 2, 2000, ANR issued CUD #1999-284 pursuant to Section 8.5 of
the VWR. Friends appealed the CUD to the WRB. On February 6, 2001, the
WRB issued Re: Home Depot, USA, Inc., CUD-00-07 Findings of Facts,
Conclusions of Law, and Order (February 6, 2001) affirming ANR's decision with
modifications and authorizing Permittees to fill 16,480 square feet of Class II
Wetland and 53, 938 square feet of wetland buffer. Friends appealed the WRB
decision. That appeal is currently pending in Superior Court.

The CUD creates a presumption that the Project will not violate the rules
of the WRB pertaining to significant wetlands and that the Project conforms to
Criterion 1(G). Permittees assert that the only wetland affected is the man-made
agricultural ditch which has become a wetland over time. Permittees add that
since the ditch will be relocated 50 feet and that since this wetland is isolated
from the main wetland complex, there will be minimal or no impact to the wetland
complex or the main channel of Tenney Brook.

Friends did not produce any credible evidence demonstrating how the
Project will violate the rules of the WRB relating to significant wetlands. Friends
have not rebutted the presumption created by the CUD. Therefore, the Board
determines that the Project complies with Criterion 1(G).

Criterion 4

Before issuing a permit, the Board must find that the proposed project, will
not cause unreasonable soil erosion or reduction in the capacity of the land to
hold water so that a dangerous or unhealthy condition may result.  10 V.S.A. 
6086(a)(4).  The burden of persuasion is on the applicant under Criterion 4. 10
V.S.A.  6088(a).

Erosion control plans used to satisfy Criterion 4 must be site-specific.  Re:
Sherman Hollow, Inc., #4C0422-5-EB (Revised), Findings of Fact, Conclusions
of  Law, and Order at 37 (Feb. 17, 1989).  The Vermont Handbook for Soil
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Erosion and Sediment Control on Construction Sites (1982) ("Handbook") is
often used to demonstrate compliance with Criterion 4.  In discussing factors
influencing erosion, the Handbook states:
     

The size and steepness of slopes within a watershed influence the
amount and rate of runoff.  As the length and gradient (steepness) of a slope
increase, the amount and rate of runoff increase and the potential for erosion is
magnified. . . .   By limiting the length and gradient of slopes created or modified
during development, one can reduce the volume and velocity of runoff and
minimize erosion.  
     
Handbook at 6.  See Re: Mark and Pauline Kisiel, #5W1270-EB, Findings of
Fact, Conclusions of Law, & Order at 12-13 (Altered) (Aug. 7, 1998).

Permittees assert that this Criterion is met through the issuance of the
stormwater discharge permit which approves their stormwater discharge plan
together with their erosion control plan and the erosion control specifications.
Friends did not submit any persuasive evidence contrary to Permittees' case on
this Criterion. The Board has determined that the Project's erosion control plan
will ensure that the Project will not cause unreasonable soil erosion or reduction
in the capacity of the land to hold water. Therefore, the Project conforms with
Criterion 4.

Criterion 5

Before issuing a permit, the Board must find that the Project "[w]ill not
cause unreasonable congestion or unsafe conditions with respect to the use of
highways . . . "  10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(5).  A permit may not be denied solely on
the basis of Criterion 5, but the Board may attach reasonable conditions and
requirements to the permit to alleviate the burden created.  Id. § 6087(b).  The
burden of persuasion is on the opponents under Criterion 5, id. § 6088(b), but
Permittees must provide sufficient information for the Board to make affirmative
findings.  

Criterion 5 does not require that proposed development be the
principal cause or the original source of traffic problems.  Several causes may
contribute to a particular effect or result.  The Board found [in an application
involving access to a warehouse,] that the development would contribute to [an]
existing traffic problem.  It would be absurd to permit a hazardous condition to
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become more hazardous.

One purpose of Act 250 is to insure that "lands and
environment are devoted to uses which are not detrimental to the
public welfare and interests."  Safe travel . . . is in the public
interest.  Exacerbating [an] existing traffic hazard by allowing
additional travel on [a] road would be detrimental to the public
interest.

In re Pilgrim Partnership, 153 Vt. 594, 596-97 (1990) (citations omitted)
(affirming Board decision that proposed project did not satisfy Criterion 5).

Permittees point out that the Project is only a renovation of an existing
mall that is adjacent to a major highway. Permittees only propose minor
modifications to the existing access such as removing 25 feet of a divider island
in the access road and changing the timing of the signal. Permittees also point
out that the level of projected traffic for the Project is the same as for the Juster
Mall which was approved 27 years ago. Permittees add that their traffic study
was reviewed by VTrans and City of Rutland traffic engineers who concurred
with the conclusion that the Project would cause minimal additional delays at
some intersections but cause no undue traffic congestion or unsafe conditions.

The Board agrees that there is no existing undue traffic congestion or
unsafe conditions and that the projected traffic from the Project is the same as is
already permitted. Nevertheless, the Board believes that it may be necessary to
adjust the timing of the signals at the Project's access road and other nearby
intersections. Therefore, the Board will require traffic counts, including turning
movement counts, at the Project access road and nearby intersections. In
addition, the Permittees will be required to make periodic reports to the
Commission on the adequacy of the number of the parking spaces, the vehicular
circulation, and the number of accidents at and nearby the Project. 

The Board did not make Findings of Fact sufficient to support a
Conclusion of Law with regard to the satellite building for Criterion 5. The Board
concludes that with the conditions imposed, with the exception of the satellite
building, the Project conforms with Criterion 5. The Commission shall retain
jurisdiction over the Project to address any issues that arise in these reports and
to make a final determination on Criteria 5 and 9(K) once the Permittees identify
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the traffic category of the potential tenant for the satellite building.

Criterion 7 -- Municipal or Government Services

Before issuing a permit, the Board must find that the proposed project,
“[w]ill not place an unreasonable burden on the ability of the local governments
to provide municipal or governmental services.”  10 V.S.A. §6086(a)(7).  The
burden of persuasion is on the opponent under Criterion 7.  §6088(b).  Criterion
7 covers a wide range of services, including fire protection (both voluntary and
paid), police, solid waste disposal (landfill or other), sewage treatment, water
systems, rescue (both voluntary and paid), and road maintenance. 

In making its determination, the Board considers the likelihood that the
proposed project will (1) place an undue, uneconomic or excessive burden on
the ability of local and regional governments or public utilities to provide the
services needed for the project or other projects, or accommodate growth and
(2) endanger public investments in, or jeopardize or interfere with, adjacent
public facilities under Criteria 7, 9(A), 9(H), 9(J), and 9(K).  Finard-Zamias
Associates, #1R0661-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order (Nov.
19, 1990).

Permittees and the Town of Rutland argue that local municipalities would
have the economic ability to provide municipal services. Permittees
demonstrated that the Town of Rutland Fire Department, Constable, Selectman,
State Police, and Regional Ambulance and other service providers all have the
logistical ability to provide service for the Project.

Friends did not provide persuasive evidence that countered Permittees'
assertion that the significant municipal service providers would be able to
continue to provide services to the Project and the community. However, Friends
argued that even minuscule impacts to the tax base will impact the surrounding
small municipalities' ability to provide some secondary services. For example,
Friends argues that many small municipalities provide relatively small
contributions to regional ambulances or meals on wheels programs. According
to Friends, a small decline in the tax base could result in some of these small
municipalities cutting their contribution which could result in the termination of
these programs. 

The Board is not convinced that Friends' dire prediction is likely to occur.
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No surrounding municipalities or service providers testified concerning their
inability to continue providing services, nor regarding their contributions towards
secondary services. 

Property assessments are determined by three different methods: fair
market value of comparable sales, income generation, and cost to replicate the
building. The fair market value of comparable sales is by far the most common
method used. Income generation is occasionally used in appeals. The cost to
replicate the building is rarely used.

Under the fair market value of comparable sales method, if a local
competitor went out of business, a new business would likely take its place and
there would be no change in the value of comparable sales, the property
assessment,  or the grand list. Even if a few local competitors went out of
business and those store fronts remained vacant for awhile, it would unlikely
have an impact on the property assessment.  It would require a substantial
number of commercial establishments in the region going out of business and
the spaces which they formerly occupied remaining vacant for extended periods
of time to lower the rents charged, the value of the buildings, the fair market
value of comparable sales, and ultimately the grand list. The Board does not find
that the Project will cause such an impact, and thus, it complies with Criterion 7.

Criterion 8

Before issuing a permit, the Board must find that a proposed project will
not have an undue adverse effect on the aesthetics of the area.  10 V.S.A. §
6086(a)(8).  The burden of persuasion is on the opponents under Criterion 8. §
6088(b), but the applicant must provide sufficient information for the Board to
make affirmative findings.  See, e.g., Re: Black River Valley Rod & Gun Club,
Inc., #2S1019-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 19 (June
12, 1997) and cases cited therein. 

The Board relies upon a two-part test to determine whether a project
satisfies Criterion 8.  First, it determines whether the proposed project will have
an adverse effect.  Id.  See also Re: James E. Hand and John R. Hand, d/b/a/
Hand Motors and East Dorset Partnership, #8B0444-6-EB (Revised), Findings of
Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 24-25 (Aug. 19, 1996); Re: Quechee
Lakes Corp., #3W0411-EB and #3W0439-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
Law, and Order (Nov. 4, 1985).  
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[T]he Board looks to whether a proposed project will be in harmony
with its surroundings or, in other words, whether it will "fit" the
context within which it will be located.  In making this evaluation,
the Board examines a number of specific factors, including the
nature of the project's surroundings, the compatibility of the
project's design with those surroundings, the suitability for the
project's context of the colors and materials selected for the
project, the locations from which the project can be viewed, and the
potential impact of the project on open space.  

Hand, supra at 25.

Second, if the Board concludes that the Project will have an adverse
effect, then the Board must evaluate whether the adverse effect is "undue."  Id. 
The Board will conclude that the adverse effect is undue if it reaches a positive
finding with respect to any one of the following factors:

1. Does the Project violate a clear, written community standard
intended to preserve the aesthetics or scenic beauty of the area?

2. Have the applicants failed to take generally available
mitigating steps which a reasonable person would take to improve
the harmony of the Project with its surroundings?

3. Does the Project offend the sensibilities of the average
person?  Is it offensive or shocking because it is out of character
with its surroundings or significantly diminishes the scenic qualities
of the area?

See, e.g., Black River, supra at 19-20;  Hand, supra at 25-29;  Quechee Lakes,
supra at 19-20. 

Permittees argue that there is no adverse impact because the Project fits
within the context of its surroundings. Permittees point out that the context of the
surrounding area is a permitted shopping mall that has been established for 27
years but is currently in a state of disrepair. Permittees add that the Project is
surrounded by other intensive uses such as fast food restaurants, gas stations,
auto repair stores, and convenience stores.
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Permittees state that the Project would renovate the mall using earth tone
colors, use modern lighting fixtures, and provide new landscaping. The square
footage would be slightly reduced from the existing buildings and the "L" shape
of the building would be generally followed. Permittees also point out that the
Project will barely be visible from Route 4 because it will be screened by
vegetation and other buildings. Therefore, Permittees argue that the Project
visibly fits within the context of the surrounding area.

Permittees claim that the Project will meet the audible noise guideline for
residential areas specified by EPA and FHWA. The Project is also located in the
urban center of the Rutland Regional Plan. As a result of the above, Permittees
conclude that the Project fits within the context of the surrounding area and will
improve the aesthetics of the area.

The Neighbor Agreement addressed many of the potential impacts from
the Project and played a significant role in reducing those impacts.

The Board does not have sufficient evidence to determine whether the
internally lit 25 feet by 14 feet free standing sign fits within the context of its
surroundings. The Board notes that the free standing sign appears to be
unusually large for any surroundings in Vermont. The internally lit nature of the
sign only compounds its large appearance. However, the Board cannot
determine whether the sign fits within the context of its surroundings without
evidence on the size of the existing free standing sign and free standing signs at
similar commercial establishments in the surrounding area as well as whether
such signs are internally or externally illuminated.

Likewise, The Board does not have evidence on the size of any existing
on-building signs, the size of on-building signs at similar commercial
establishments nearby, and whether those signs are internally or externally
illuminated. Therefore, the Board does not make a determination concerning the
free standing and on-building signs and remands jurisdiction on those issues
back to the District Commission. The District Commission should make its
determination based upon the above factors paying especially close attention to
the size of the free standing sign.

The Board also does not have evidence on the hours of operation of
nearby similar commercial establishments. Therefore, the Board did not grant
Permittees’ request to allow operations 24 hours a day.
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 The Board  concludes that the balance of the Project fits within the
context of its surroundings because of the other intensive commercial uses in
the immediate vicinity, the vegetative screening, the use of earthtone colors, and
the fact that the Project will have virtually no impact on open space. Therefore,
the Board concludes that the balance of the Project will not have an adverse
impact on the surrounding area and thus, complies with Criterion 8.

The Juster Mall is in a state of disrepair and is a prime example of
suburban blight. In this instance this Project will be an improvement to the
aesthetics of the area. 

The Board commends Permittees' redevelopment of land that has fallen
into a state of disrepair. Permittees' renovation of the abandoned Mall will
recycle it back into productive use rather than building on and despoiling virgin
land. Had the Permittees proposed this Project in a different location on
undeveloped land, the result under this Criterion and others may have been
different.

Criterion 8(A)

The Board will not grant a permit if it is demonstrated by any party
opposing the applicant that the development or subdivision will destroy or
significantly imperil necessary wildlife habitat or any endangered species,
and

(i)  the economic, social, cultural, recreational, or other benefit to the 
public from the development or subdivision will not outweigh the 
economic, environmental, or recreational loss to the public from the 
destruction or imperilment of the habitat or species, or

(ii)  all feasible and reasonable means of preventing or lessening the 
destruction, diminution, or imperilment of the habitat or species have not
been or will not continue to be applied, or

(iii)  a reasonable acceptable alternative site is owned or controlled
by the applicant which would allow the development or subdivision to
fulfill its intended purpose.

10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(8)(A)(i)-(iii).  The burden of persuasion is on the opponents
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under Criterion 8(A). Id. § 6088(b).

"'Necessary wildlife habitat' means concentrated habitat which is
identifiable and is demonstrated as being decisive to the survival of a species of
wildlife at any period in its life including breeding and migratory periods."  10
V.S.A. § 6001(12).  See Re: Bernard and Suzanne Carrier, #7R0639-EB,
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order at 18 (Oct. 5, 1990); Re:
Southview Associates, #2W0634-EB, Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
at 7-9 (June 30, 1987) aff'd In re Southview Associates, 153 Vt.171 (1989); Re:
Nile and Julie Duppstadt & John and Deborah Alden, #4C1013-EB, Findings of
Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order (Corrected) at (April 30, 1999).

Criterion 8(A) involves a three-stage inquiry: (a) whether the alleged
habitat constitutes "necessary wildlife habitat;" (b) if so, whether the project will
destroy or significantly imperil such habitat; and (c) if so, whether one or more of
subcriteria (i) through (iii) is satisfied.  Re: Mark and Pauline Kisiel, #5W1270-
EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, & Order (Altered) at 37 (Aug. 7,
1998).

Permittees point out that the Project would be located on an existing
shopping mall in a heavily populated urban area. Specifically, Permittees assert
that there is no credible evidence of impacts to the large wetlands complex to
the north, Tenney Brook, or Dunklee Pond located 3/4 of a mile away.
Permittees acknowledge that relocating the stream would impact the fish and
mammals and other animals that utilize it. However, Permittees argue that there
is better habitat contained in the nearby Tenney Brook and that the relocated
stream would also contain better habitat. The Board concludes that the Project
site does not contain necessary wildlife habitat. Therefore, the Project complies
with Criterion 8(A).

Criterion 9(A)

Criterion 9(A) requires the Board to review the impact that the proposed
project will have on the ability of the town and region to accommodate two
separate items: (a) growth that will occur generally regardless of the proposed
project; and (b) growth that will occur specifically because of the proposed
project. Maple Tree Place Associates, #4C0775-EB, Findings of Facts,
Conclusions of Law, and Order at 49 (June 25, 1998). Criterion 9(A) provides:
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 In considering an application, the District Commission or the Board
shall take into consideration the growth in population experienced by the town
and region in question and whether or not the proposed development would
significantly affect their existing and potential financial capacity to reasonably
accommodate both the total growth and the rate of growth otherwise expected
for the town and region and the total growth and rate of growth which would
result from the development if approved.  After considering anticipated costs for
education, highway access and maintenance, sewage disposal, water supply,
police and fire services and other factors relating to the public health, safety and
welfare, the district commission or the board shall impose conditions which
prevent undue burden upon the town and region in accommodating growth
caused by the proposed development or subdivision.  Notwithstanding 
section 6088 of this title the burden of proof that proposed development will
significantly affect existing or potential financial capacity of the town and region
to accommodate such growth is upon any party opposing an application, 
excepting however, where the town has a duly adopted capital improvement
program the burden shall be on the applicant.

The Town of Rutland does not have a duly adopted capital improvement
program. Therefore, the burden of persuasion under Criterion 9(A) is on any
party opposing the application.  10 V.S.A. §§ 6088 and 6086(a)(9)(A).

The common element in Criteria 6 (impact on schools), 7 (local
government services), 9(A) (impact of growth), 9(H) (costs of scattered
development), and 9(K) (public investments and facilities), the so-called “fiscal
criteria,” is the protection of government finances from burdens imposed by new
development.

Permittees and Friends agree that the competition between the
Permittees and the existing local competitors is relevant to the extent it affects
the local tax base. St. Albans Group and Wal*Mart Stores, Inc., #6F0471-EB
(Altered) (June 27, 1995), aff’d, In re St. Albans Group and Wal*Mart Store, Inc.,
No. 95-398 (Vt. S. Ct. Aug, 29, 1997).  However, relevancy of fiscal impacts on
public entities does not mean that Act 250 protects existing businesses from new
competition. Id.

In Re: St. Albans Group and Wal*Mart Stores, Inc., Application #6F0471-
EB, Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, and Order (Altered)(June 27,
1995), the Board held it would address the following factors for Criterion 9(A).
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a. The growth in population experienced by the town and region in
question.

b. The total growth and rate of growth which is otherwise expected for
the town and region.

c. The total growth and rate of growth for the town and region which
will result from the proposed project if approved.

d. The anticipated costs for education, highway access and
maintenance, sewage disposal, water supply, police and fire services and other
factors relating to public health, safety, and welfare.

e. Based on (a) through (d), that the proposed project will not cause
an undue burden on the existing and potential financial capacity of the town and
region in accommodating growth caused by the proposed project.
Id. at 30.

Friends do not contend that the region has or will experience significant
new growth, even with the Project. Friends assert that because of the efficiency
of the Home Depot stores, Home Depot requires fewer employees per dollar of
sales. According to Friends, the combination of the higher efficiency of Home
Depot and the fact that many local competitors will go out of business will result
in a slight decrease in employment. As a result, Friends acknowledge that (a),
(b), and (c) are not factors due to the limited expected growth in the area. ("In
this regard, it is clear that of the Criterion 9(A) factors, factors (a), (b), and (c)
are not really at issue." See Friends' Proposed Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
Law, and Order at 61.)

 Instead, Friends focus on the reduction in the tax base causing an
inability for the municipalities to pay for services. However, Criterion 9(A) is
limited to analyzing the municipalities' ability to pay for experienced growth,
expected growth, and projected growth from the Project.

In re Wal*Mart Stores, Inc. 167 Vt. 75 (1997), the Vermont Supreme Court
held that the plain language of Criterion 9(A) requires the Board to consider the
financial capacity of the town and region to accommodate growth. Id. at 81.
Without significant growth to consider, the inquiry would be identical to that
under Criterion 7.

While the Board does not agree with Friends that the Project will result in
many local competitors going out of business, the Board does agree with
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Friends' conclusion that even with the Project, the region will not experience
significant growth. In fact, no party predicted that the region would experience
significant growth, even with the Project. Since Friends readily admits the Project
will not cause growth, Friends has failed to meet its burden of demonstrating any
impacts from the growth. The Project complies with Criterion 9(A).

Even if the Board overlooked the lack of significant growth in the region
with the Project, the Board does not believe the Project will cause an undue
burden on the municipalities' financial capacity to provide services. The Board
has found that Permittees' economic analysis is more credible since it was
based on similar markets to Rutland and further adjustments were made based
on income level and population density.

Friends' economic analysis was based on average national sales for all
Home Depot stores. Most of these stores are located in areas  near major
metropolitan areas that have significantly higher population densities and
income levels. However, in light of these differences, Friends provided a range
of numbers discounting the projected sales of the Rutland Home Depot store by
23% and 34%. The Board finds that given the significant differences between
Rutland and the major metropolitan areas that host most Home Depot stores, the
lowest figures in Friends' range are their most realistic projections. The Board
notes that Friends' projection discounted by 34% is in the same range with Mr.
Heaps' and Home Depot's internal projections.

Based on projected sales in this range, the Board does not  conclude
there will be mass closings of Home Depot's competitors due to the Project. The
Board concludes that the Permittees' prediction that some local competitors that
are presently struggling may go out of business is reasonable.

The Board does not  conclude that the number of local competitors
closing will be significant enough to affect the municipalities' ability to provide
services. As noted before, even if some stores close it is likely that other
businesses will soon move in and the grand list will remain relatively stable. 

The Board recognizes that some people prefer to shop at small, locally
owned businesses.  Other people prefer to shop at "big box" stores. Act 250's
fiscal criteria do not address shopping preferences or protect one style of store
from another. The fiscal criteria only ensure that the municipalities can continue
to provide services and the Board has found that in this case they can. 
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Criterion 9(H)

Criterion 9(H) recognizes that scattered development not related to an
existing settlement can have adverse primary and secondary impacts and therefore,
requires a stricter review than development that occurs within and adjacent to
existing communities. Criterion 9(H) is intended to "preserve the viability of the
traditional community centers of Vermont, to channel growth into such centers, to
keep the growth proportionate to the existing sizes of Vermont's towns and villages
unless a locality seeks otherwise, and to ensure that any growth outside of the
traditional centers would not have an adverse financial impact on state and local
government." Re: St. Albans Group and Wal*Mart Stores, Inc., #6F0471-EB,
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order (Altered) at 40-41 (June 27, 1995),
affirmed on other grounds, In re Wal*Mart, 167 Vt. 75 (1997). The burden of
persuasion is on the applicant under Criterion 9(H). 10 V.S.A. §6088(a).

Under 10 V.S.A. §6086(a)(9)(H), the Board must first determine whether the
proposed project is physically contiguous to an existing settlement.  If the proposed
project is not physically contiguous to such a settlement, then the Applicant must
demonstrate that the project's tax revenues and other public benefits outweigh the
additional costs of public services and facilities caused by the project.  The statute
provides:

The district commission or Board will grant a permit for
a development or subdivision which is not physically
contiguous to an existing settlement whenever it is
demonstrated that, in addition to all other applicable
criteria, the additional costs of public services and
facilities caused directly or indirectly by the proposed
development or subdivision do not outweigh the tax
revenue and other public benefits of the development
or subdivision such as increased employment
opportunities or the provision of needed and balanced
housing accessible to existing or planned employment
centers.

Id.
In Re: St. Albans Group and Wal*Mart Stores, Inc.,the Board defined an

"existing settlement" as follows:

[T]he phrase 'existing settlement' . . . means an extant community center
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similar to the traditional Vermont center in that it is compact in size and
contains a mix of uses, including commercial and industrial uses, and,
importantly, a significant residential component.  It is a place in which people
may live and work and in which the uses largely are within walking distance
of each other.

Id at 39.

In order to meet the first part of the test, Permittees need to demonstrate
either  that the Project site is contiguous to the downtown existing settlement or that
the development along Route 4 has become an independent existing settlement.

Friends characterize the Project site as  linear, highway-oriented strip
development. Permittees argue that the Project is a redevelopment of an existing
shopping mall. Permittees claim the Project is located in an urban center in the
Rutland Regional Plan and that it is surrounded and physically contiguous to other
roadside commercial development to the west and south, and residential areas to
the north. Permittees add that there is no undeveloped land between the Project
and downtown and there is a sidewalk that leads downtown which Permittees will
extend to the mall. 

The first question is to define the geographic parameters of the Rutland
existing settlement. The center of the existing settlement is the core commercial
area of the City of Rutland downtown. The City of Rutland is a compact area
surrounded by the Town of Rutland. However, existing settlements do not need to
follow neat political boundaries. Existing settlements can extend from one political
body to the next, as long as they contain a balance of uses including not only
commercial but industrial and residential areas. 

The Board has determined that the existing settlement of Rutland includes
the residential, commercial, and industrial area immediately surrounding the
commercial downtown center. This area includes not only the areas within the City
of Rutland but extends to the Town of Rutland eastward along the Route 4 corridor
including the residential neighborhoods, schools, hospital and shopping centers
such as the Project site.

Although these  areas are hardly compact, Rutland is one of the bigger cities
in the State and cannot fairly be held to the same standard of compactness used
for small villages.  Since the Project area is connected by a continuous mix of
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development to the central downtown area, the Board finds that it is  part of the
Rutland existing settlement. The Board notes that the Project site likely marks the
most easterly point of the Rutland existing settlement.

The instant case is distinguishable from St. Albans Wal*Mart supra. and Re:
Waterbury Shopping Village Inc. #5W1068 Findings of Facts, Conclusions of Law,
and Order (July 19, 1991) where the Board held that the proposed projects were not
contiguous to an existing settlement. The Board looked at factors such as whether
there was undeveloped land and pedestrian access between the project site and
the existing settlement.

In Waterbury, the project site was separated by 2,000 feet of undeveloped
land from Waterbury Center. In addition, there was no pedestrian access existing
or proposed which connected the project site to the existing settlement.

Likewise, in St. Albans Wal*Mart, the project site was separated from St.
Albans by 2 miles which included a mix of commercial, residential, and importantly,
vacant land. The Board also noted the lack of pedestrian access connecting the
project to the existing settlement. 

In the instant case, there is no undeveloped land between the Project site
and the existing settlement which radiates from downtown Rutland. In addition,
there is pedestrian access to within 800 feet of the Project site and Permittees will
extend the sidewalk as part of the Project. Furthermore, the Project is not only
contiguous to the existing settlement, it is a renovation of and part of the existing
settlement itself.  

Since the Board has determined that the Project site is contiguous to an
existing settlement, the Board does not need to determine whether the tax revenues
and other public benefits outweigh the additional costs of public services and
facilities. The Project complies with Criterion 9(H).

Criterion 9(K) 

10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(9)(K) provides that: 

A permit will be granted for the development or
subdivision of lands adjacent to governmental and
public utility facilities, services, and lands, including,
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but not limited to, highways, airports, waste disposal
facilities, office and maintenance buildings, fire and
police stations, universities, schools, hospitals, prisons,
jails, electric generating and transmission facilities, oil
and gas pipe lines, parks, hiking trails and forest and
game lands, when it is demonstrated that, in addition to
all other applicable criteria, the development or
subdivision will not unnecessarily or unreasonably
endanger the public or quasi-public investment in the
facility, service, or lands, or materially jeopardize or
interfere with the function, efficiency, or safety of, or the
public's use or enjoyment of or access to the facility,
service, or lands.

The burden of persuasion to show that the proposed development will satisfy
Criterion 9(K) is on the Permittees. 10 V.S.A. § 6088(a).  A failure to meet that
burden may result in a denial of an Act 250 application. 10 V.S.A. § 6087.

The Board conducts two separate inquiries under Criterion 9(K) with respect
to governmental and public facilities. First, the Board examines whether a proposed
project will unnecessarily or unreasonably endanger the public investment in such
facilities. Second, the Board is to examine whether a proposed project will
materially jeopardize or interfere with (a) the function, efficiency or safety of such
facilities, or (b) the public's use or enjoyment of or access to such facilities.  Re:
Swain Development Corp., #3W0445-2-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law,
and Order at 33 (Aug. 10, 1990).

Friends' argument on Criterion 9(K) focused on the public investment in
downtown. However, the PCRO limited the issue under Criterion 9(K) to a
determination of whether or not the Project will "materially jeopardize or interfere
with the public's use or enjoyment of the highways." PCRO at 7. Therefore, the
Board did not consider Friends' arguments for Criterion 9(K) beyond impacts to the
highways.

 Permittees assert that the level and type of traffic entering and exiting the
Project site and surrounding road network will be consistent with the historic use of
roads by Juster Mall. The Board did not make Findings of Fact sufficient to support
a Conclusion of Law for Criterion 9(K) for the satellite building. For the balance of
the Project, the Board agrees with Permittees and  concludes that the Project as
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conditioned will not materially  jeopardize or interfere with the public's use or
enjoyment of Route 4 and complies with Criterion 9(K).

V. ORDER

1. Land Use Permit #1R0048-12-EB is issued herewith.

2. Jurisdiction is returned to the District # 1 Environmental Commission.

Dated at Montpelier, Vermont this 20th day of August 2001.

ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD

_/s/Marcy Harding_____
Marcy Harding, Chair
Jill Broderick*
John Drake*
George Holland
Samuel Lloyd
Rebecca M. Nawrath**
Gregory Rainville
Donald Sargent***
Nancy Waples****

*Board members Broderick and Drake did not participate in the July 18, 2001
deliberation.  Board member Drake also did not attend the March 7, 2001 hearing
but he listened to a tape recording of the hearing.

**Board member Nawrath concurs with the decision except the conclusions of law
in the last two paragraphs of Criterion 8 and the final paragraph of Criterion 9(A).

***Board member Sargent did not participate in the March 28, 2001 deliberation. 

****Board member Waples did not participate in the March 28, 2001 and August 15,
2001 deliberations but has reviewed and concurs with the decision.
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